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Who we are / What we do
• Three of the largest land trusts in Alberta / Canada
• Use science and planning to identify high conservation
value lands and habitats
• Secure those lands (and lands that contain wet lands)
through ownership or easements based on market prices
in perpetuity
• Steward them for conservation while we hold title
• Credible / can accept liability / are auditable.
• To date own or have interests in 400,000 acres of high
conservation lands in Alberta – Proven track record to
deliver results.
• Also assisted in Crown land conservation action

Views on Backgrounder
• We think private lands offset opportunities have
been under represented as an option
– 40% of the land base and contains most of SARA species
habitat
– Connective corridors for larger species (G Bear) are
legitimate
– Most developments are still occurring on private lands
– It can be done (and is being done – albeit not necessarily
as offsets) by land trusts now.

Views on the Backgrounder
• Crown land designations have been done before.
• Great additions to protected areas but they have
not been done as an offset per se
• Historically the process – lengthy and involves
advocacy and reluctant players
• Examples – Vuntut NP, Whaleback (Bobs Creek),
Flathead River SMA, Grasslands NP.
• Government has had this option all along and we
would be happy to work with them if they would
like to pursue it.
• Castle Crown?

Views on Offset discussions to date
• Challenging – but we appreciate they are complex
• Almost 2.5 years and we have not made allot of
progress – baby steps
• Developments continue while we talk…
• We are increasingly concerned details are getting in
the way of other options that may be more simple
and that can deliver more quickly
As a result, we are proposing that....
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That the province and AACO pursue an

Alberta Biodiversity Offset
In Lieu Fee Program
(Well designed)
(Fees paid into a fund for impacts
beyond the mitigation hierarchy)

Our Rational
• The provincial offset framework provides for this
• The concept already exists for Wetlands and Carbon and other
jurisdictions – why not biodiversity & habitat conservation
• It is relatively simple (comparatively to other options)
• Its easily understood and predictable to developers regulators and
delivery agents (land trusts)
• Delivery and outcomes would be based on broader landscape level
conservation plans (i.e, LUF) achieving systemic and landscape level
results over time
• Land trusts would hold the liability and manage the lands / keeping
transaction costs low / don’t need another agency to do this
• We strongly believe it can be done more quickly than the current
approach – which has delivered very little to date (opportunity
costs)

Areas that will need more work
We recognize its not a panacea – more work is needed on:
• Deployment of resources on crown lands
• Like for Like / proximity
• Rates to charge and what needs to be offset on private and public land
• Restoration and reclamation opportunities

• Interestingly – most of the above issues also need to be
sorted out under the current policy approach anyway. At least
with an In Lieu Program option we would be doing some
credible biodiversity conservation work now.

In conclusion
• We believe the time is right to advance into action the
biodiversity offset In Lieu Fee option of the framework.
• The benefits outstrip the challenges significantly
• A partnership approach shares the load – government
likely cannot do it all
• We would be willing to help the government and
stakeholders develop this as a credible option.
• We welcome the opportunity to remedy concerns
Final point.
• If it doesn’t work for all stakeholders then it cannot work
for land trusts either.

